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tiny tikit™. It left me coughing as I fought to stick 
on Alan's wheel for the last 10 miles. On hearing 
me coughing, Dr Steve Chang, a pulmonary expert 
from NY, assured me that I was suffering from 

'exercise induced asthma', and recommended I try 
one of those prescription puffy things that many 
people carry. Apparently they open up the airways, 
quite legally.

'In a race you have to declare you're using it 
or you're in big trouble,' said Peter Kaspar.

At the hotel, Judy Norris, 67, from Edmonton, 
Alberta, watched as Rob converted her sedate 
H-bars to drop bars. 'I wanted a road bike, to go 
faster, so I bought a Pocket Rocket Pro,' she said.
How does she like her Pro? '

'I'm purposely going slow to get use to the 
narrow tires ... but this will go away. And.'

And?
'And ... there'll be this streak of smoke behind 

me!' 
Read the full report: www.bikefriday.com/desertcamp7

It's 2pm and 100 in the shade. From scorched 
porch of a decadent Arizona historic hotel I hear 
sound of horses clip-clopping, cold beers pffsshtting 
and strains of a debate as to whether the Cornish 
game hen or the buffalo burger 
would be more wholesome  fuel 
for the 53 mile ride tomorrow ... 
is this really PACTOUR Arizona 
Desert Camp?

Perhaps due to global 
warming, this year the sun 
seemed particularly fierce, 
whereas in the past it's been 
like warm toast. Patagonia is a 
remote little town with three 
pretty good eateries including 
an avant-garde pizzeria called 
the Velvet Elvis, a dusty stroll 
across the quadrangle from the 
hotel. Despite the heat of the 
day it featured an extremely 
cold pool, as witnessed by Rob 
English who threw himself in 
and lived to regret it.

PACTOUR provide a 2-3 rest stops and 
lunch, usually spaced about 17-20 miles 
apart, in their signature canopied cafe. You 
never know what high-end treats will show 
up among the standard offerings, especially 
when health nut Debby Henning (Bike Friday 
Club of Wisconsin Co-Leader) has her hands 
on the shopping cart. Honey Mustard Kettle 
Chips, Lara Bars, and peeled pink grapefruit, 
spinach and walnut salad! Susan's famous 
grilled cheese and tomato sandwiches appear 
at least once. Simple food like this never tasted 
so good. There's a good supply of Hammer 
Nutrition powders and Electrolyte pills for hi-
tech tummies that can stomach them.

Alan Scholz was seen drafting Alan Fine's Pocket 
Rocket Pro into town at a steady 25-29 mph on the 

More Fun than Fast:  Arizona Desert Camp '07
PACTOUR's  Tour of Historic Towns & Hotels
By Lynette Chiang, Bike Friday Customer Evangelist

INSIDE

The Newsletter For Bike Friday Owners

The Faster Fold Issue Spring 2007

Dave Sutton from Tennessee was followed by his wife Linda in a Mustang - and 
powered by a nice light stoker.  Photo by Lynette Chiang
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NEW 2007 CATALOG Out Now! 
This year's cover features Bike Friday 
Club of Hawaii's Jeri El-Swaify riding 
her Pocket Rocket Pro Petite among 
the bougainvillea of Honolulu. Jeri 
represents Bike Friday at Island Triathlon 
and Bike, is an League Certified Instructor 
and is especially interested in promoting 
cycling for women. Why not, with a bike 
that fits all women, great and small? 
Cover photo by The Galfromdownunder 

using Panasonic Lumix point'n'shoot.
Download the catalog at:

 www.bikefriday.com/catalog

Founder's Letter

Dear Bike Friday owners, Friends of Bike Friday and Mission supporters,
  I hope this spring is finding you healthy and optimistic. (Spring in the North, in Oregon anyway. 
You are not forgotten Australia!)
  Spring for Cyclists can be the best time of year. A time of milder temperatures and a promise of 
of rides to come. Over the last year our mission here at Bike Friday has continued to change focus 
to global climate change abatement, but I want to assure you we are cyclists at heart and that we 
are not changing our stripes. We live to ride, and we love the spring time for that reason here in the 
North. 
  This founder's letter is a chance to give you a peek at what we are thinking and doing here in 
this one small business. What seems to be making us unique is our continued direct connection 
to you our customers and clients in many countries around the world.  What are you all interested 
in? Besides your love of cycling?  We want to share with you things we are working on and talking 
about here. Which ones would you like to hear more about?  As an optimist, these subjects are close 
to my heart and the direction of this business, because they do seem to offer positive movement in 
our world.  Green Gear Cycling is driven from its solutions oriented roots.

•  Health: Especially as it relates to and is determined by exercise and the food you eat.  My focus 
is about how we get around in the world. It looks to me like the more we get away from oil for 
our personal transport, instead of being restricted and under privileged by walking and cycling 
more, we become fitter and healthier.  And, the extra thinking time makes us smarter! Go figure. 
Not a bad combination to look forward to in my 56th year. Eating locally produced food has also 
reminded me of the superior taste of vegetables that haven't had to travel 2000 miles to my table.
•  Lean: It seems that the world has discovered the Toyota manufacturing production process 
that we have adapted and worked with for almost two decades. I think the Lean approach has 
implications everywhere from how your bicycle is custom made specifically for you, to how you 
think about the organization of your house. We are all aware of what Toyota has done now, and I 
think they have a lot more to teach us.
•  Self Reliance: The feeling of many people that they are not responsible for their lives seems 
endemic, especially in the U.S.  They live on credit and feel somehow that there is someone else 
responsible for their well being. Sadly, we have met many folks recently who do not feel in charge 
of or responsible for their life, yet it is one of the most important things that makes us human.
•  Children: I've found that as our company has grown, we have added more families with 
children. The growing family has always been one of my prime movers for design. Starting with 
my original Burley trailer design for my precious small daughter Hanna in the 70's, we expanded 
it to include her intrepid sister Fraeda.  We then added the Family Tandem of the 90's for baby 
sister Sarah, now a 15 year old soccer star. I think our children are our motivation for future 
improvement. Mine certainly are for me.
•  Global Climate Change and Oil: These issues have become fixed in our focus.  Whether 
motivated by addiction or greed, oil reliance is clearly not good for any of us.  I am seeing more 
and more that dependence on oil is no longer a necessity either. I think more and more people 
are learning that life and nature are not at their best when fueled by only one energy type. Now 
that our business and home are on wind energy, and the daily commute is by Bike Friday, we are 
thinking about how we can be of help you, or learn from you to share ideas with all.
•  Life and Organization. Clearly it is not hard wired into us to get along in large groups. Being 
alive and getting along with each other toward life's goal of improvement takes training and life 
experience.  Things we are equipped for.
•  Reading/Internet: It might surprise you that this issue makes the list.  I find that it's the 
immense amount of great answers and examples that are currently available that makes me the 
most optimistic. It strikes me that answers are easy and easier to find now, and there are many 
great answers out there.  The hard part is finding the right questions. With search engines like 
Google and others it seems to me we may even get better at asking the right questions in the 
right way. I have much confidence that the answers will be there when we ask correctly. Here are 
some books we are reading that some of you might like. “Natural Capitalism”, “Inside the Mind 
of Toyota”, “The Better World Handbook”, “How to Live Well without owning a Car”, “A Pattern 
Language”, “What Happy People Know”, “Lives per Gallon”, “The 17 Traditions”.

  So let me know what you would like to know about the evolution and the talk at a little bike maker 
in Oregon, Planet Earth.  You're welcome to email me at alan@bikefriday.com

Best in Cycling,
Alan Scholz  
Co-founder
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by Lynette Chiang

We thought this might be a "first":  Two Bike Fridays being packed into a Smartcar! 
Since these great little vehicles are coming to the USA soon, you might like to show 
future BF owners that they don't need a large truck to carry bikes! Finally the day we 
have been waiting for since last November arrived - we folded the bikes and packed 
them into the back of our Smartcar and headed off up the Malahat to just north of 
Ladysmith, where we parked and unloaded the bikes.  We were in a fairly public 
place so there was a substantial amount of traffic passing by, mostly SUVs and large 
pickups.  Everyone was distracted by the sight of two people taking these strange 
looking bikes out of the back of a micro car, but fortunately, no-one drove into the 
ditch.  

We had a great ride, then fitted the bikes back into the car without any trouble.  We are debating trying an overnighter. There wasn't a 
lot of room left for extra clothing, etc., but we think it can be done if we travel ultra-light. Our big trip starts at the end of June when we 
set off for Italy to tour Tuscany for 19 days! 

Smart car,  Smarter Bicycles! 
Ann Bodley-Scott and Robin Hittos, Victoria, BC

Nothing on the Tube? Tune into Bike Friday YouTube Channel.
www.youtube.com/bikefriday  Want to see step by step how the new tikit™ packs into a suitcase? 
How about riding in the slipstream of the folks who did Desert Camp this year? You can now see Bike 
Friday all-singing, all-folding action on YouTube. To date most clips have been posted as downloadable 
Quicktime files. Most people with a fast internet connection should now be able to view these as YouTube 
streaming video. YouTube has been blocked in some countries, so we'll still be posting Quicktime files of 
the more useful clips - just tell us what you want to see. 

BF Homecoming 2007: Cycle Oregon on a Friday
Sep 8-15, 2007 - It's not too late to win a spot on the tour

Four years ago nearly 80 Bike Friday owners came from all over the world to celebrate our 
2003 Homecoming. Now we're doing it again, with almost 100 folks signed up for the 20th 
Anniversary of this challenging, fully supported camping tour of Oregon. The tour is full, but 
we've retained some spots and we're offering two as prizes in a monthly story contest up 
until July 31. This year there'll be a special VIP camping area for the Friday Fold and  nightly 
entertainment. It's worth entereing even if you've already bought your tickets, as you could 
win a refund. 

Visit www.bikefriday.com/cycleoregon
THE CONTEST:  Write a compelling story, no more than 2 letter sized pages, about 

something you've done on a Friday. It can be a tour, a tootle, perhaps it's your livelihood or 
your experience on a previous Cycle Oregon. Maybe your Bike Friday saved your life, or at 

least your sanity. You must include at least one photograph of yourself and your Bike Friday 
(please, no riderless bikes against fences - it's not about the bike!).  We'll award a prize package 

gathered from the inner sanctum of Bike Friday inventory for the best entry(s). All entries will be automatically rolled into the next month's judging 
so your story has a chance to win each month, if it's judged the 'best of the bunch' that month. We reserve the right to publish all submitted entries 
on the Bike Friday website and newsletters unless you'd really rather we didn't. Please indicate whether you are OK with having your email or 
contact information attached to the story. Email it with subject line "Homecoming 2007 Story Contest", to Lynette Chiang, lynettec@bikefriday.
com Need inspiration? Visit www.bikefriday.com/stories 

Enter the Story 
Contest!
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The Faster Fold I:
A 600K Brevet on a Friday

Ed Felker puts his Rocket to the test on the 

SIR 600K www.seattlerandonneur.org

 

Top Trips for Little Wheels 2007

BIKE FRIDAY is proud to support a 
select group of tour companies whose 
principals own,  ride and welcome Bike 
Fridays on their tours. Some even offer 
'Just for Fridays' tours.  Look for the 
Friday Friendly logo on their websites. 

EVENTS: www.bikefriday.com/events 

*May 26- 27:  SUTHERLIN INN MEMORIAL 
DAY WEEKEND: 7th great year!  Cushy 2-
day social ride near Eugene based around  
BF customers' pleasant Inn. Coincide a 
factory visit, overhaul,  upgrade or new bike 
delivery with this local, next-to-no-cost 
trip.  www.bikefriday.com/sutherlin, email 
leigh@expresspublishing.com,  book your 
special priced hotel room at (800) 635-5425
*June 8-10: ROUND*UP USA: "Three Days 
to Explore the Compact Bicycle Universe" is 
hosted by Bike Friday Test Ride dealer and 
owner of Trophy Bikes, PA, Mike McGettigan. 
The festival will feature rides, rallies, a fast 
fold showdown workshop, and much more. 
3131 Walnut Street, Philadelphia, PA 19104  
(215)222-2020. Email mcget@aol.com
*June 11: Bike Friday at the 5bbc Bike 
Club: BF Customer Evangelist Lynette 
Chiang  presents Route 66 by Bicycle with 
David Lam, BF dealer and tikit™ agent. 
International, 891 Amsterdam Avenue (at 
103 St), Manhattan, NY. Subway: #1 to 103 & 
Broadway. Contact Barry Hartglass 917-673-
6223, email barry.nyc.311@verizon.net
*June 22-24: Cycle Oregon Weekend:  
BACKYARD TREASURE! Options from 15 to 
70 miles.  800-292-5367 
info@cycleoregon.com
*Sept. 8-15: Bike Friday Homecoming at 
Cycle Oregon: 100 Fridays funsters, you 
can still win a place in the story contest, 
www.bikefriday.com/cycleoregon
*Sept. 15-27: Cycle Japan '07: Tour Tokyo, 
Mt. Fuji & Kyoto by Friday!  Contact Ruthy 
Kanagy (800)777-0258
*Nov 15-Dec 1: Bike Friday Thailand Tour: 
A tour of Ancient Kingdoms by Pedalers 
Pub&Grille, led by experienced Friday 
Friendly Tour operator Tom Sheehan. www.
pedalerspubandgrille.com/bikefriday

NEW BIKE FRIDAY CLUBS ON THE BLOCK!
www.bikefriday.com/clubs
Tulsa, OK - leader Richard Harber
South Africa - leader Leon van Zweel
Denver, CO - leaders Maynard Hershon and 
Tamar Miller
Sacramento, CA - John Grady

Watch where you point that thing! Bike Friday owner Ed Felker of Arlington, Virginia, responds to 
the paparazzi during a July 2006 brevet in the Shenandoah Valley, Virginia. Photo by Bill Beck.

Can I go as far and/or fast on little wheels? The best way to find out is to put it to a punishing test - or 
read about someone else doing just that . Here are some highlights from Ed's Felker's Brevet story. 

THE OBVIOUS benefit of a Bike Friday is the packability and ease of travel.  As if that wasn't 
enough of a draw, Green Gear likes to tell us that Fridays are also as comfortable and fast 
as full size bikes. I decided to put the claim to the test last fall,  by taking my racing green 
Pocket Rocket on a really, really long ride. I would find out if my little buddy Friday would 
carry me gently over hill and dale, or run me ragged. My partner Mary had purchased a 
bright orange Pocket Rocket to ride RAGBRAI in Iowa and after I had a chance to ride it, I 
purchased my own. I had taken it on a 200K, or 125 mile brevet, but nothing longer.

Combine a total distance to 375 miles and a time limit of 40 hours, including sleep, and 
you've got yourself a 600K brevet. The only known strategy is to ride a bunch, eat, ride some 
more, eat and then turn on headlights. Then ride some more, eat, sleep a little (or not), and 
then ride some more!

I checked my Friday in its Flite Case at no additional charge and gathered it from the 
baggage carousel without a second thought. It fit nicely in the trunk of my rental car. In 
about 25 minutes I had my Friday set up for a bike tour of Seattle. I added what I consider 
randonneuring essentials: lights, fenders, a Carradice saddlebag and a Gilles Berthoud 
seatpack converted to a handlebar bag.

In a nod to the long miles, I also put on my sprung Brooks Flyersaddle. Everything came 
together nicely, and my host was pleasantly surprised when he took a test ride. Once he 
stopped looking down, he said the bike felt "normal!"

Day 1: "I'm going to ride 375 miles in two days". The next morning I was among 27 
riders at the starting line, all with the "I'm going to ride 375 miles in two days" jitters. Lights 
ablaze, we rolled out on a cool, humid late summer morning. Mine was the only Friday. I 
got a couple of compliments on the bike, and comments on the giant front ring. Most folks 
knew about Fridays, having seen local randonneuring stalwart Kent Peterson ride many 
miles on his New World Tourist.

This ride went south and west through some of Washington's famous Mount St. Helens 
forests. We quickly encountered farm fields and gentle rollers with the occasional steep 
pitch thrown in, and the group worked hard to stay together. I found it no harder to ride 
my Friday in hills than my dedicated brevet bike, and for the first 40 miles I hung in there 
with the fast guys. The Friday is a treat in that the air resistance feels diminished somehow, 
maybe due to the small wheels ...

Then it hit: the espresso cravings. Coffee dependence hits me harder than usual when I 
get up at 3:30 am. Luckily the next town, Winlock, had one of Washington state's ubiquitous 
drive-up espresso shacks. Three customers were waiting ahead of me - they all wanted those 
complicated coffee drinks with whipped cream and flavors and steam, and all I wanted was 
a double espresso! A nasty rain cloud blew in from the coast and continued page 7
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British HPV (Human Powered Vehicle) Hour Record holder and 
Cambridge-graduated engineer Rob English, 30, recently joined 
Bike Friday R&D, teaming with Hanz Scholz.  A long time Pocket 
Rocket owner, Rob was hired to help bring the new Bike Friday tikit™ 
to market and likes to break speed records in his spare time.  Send 
welcome wishes to Rob at rje56@
yahoo.com and check out his fasci-
nating website: 
http://rob.bikerevuk.com. 
HPV photos by Tom Salt. 

-by Lynette Chiang
WHAT DOES a HPV champ do on 
a Friday? Makes it go as fast as 
unhumanly possible, of course. 
Rob English 'feels the need, the 
need for speed.' 

In 2003 he pushed his fully 
loaded Pocket Rocket cross-
country at speeds and distances 
most people reserve for catching 
the last train out of Siberia ever, and until recently, spent winters in 
Lanzarote maintaining peak cycling condition  for his impressive 
roster  of worldwide amateur races. At the annual World Human 
Powered Speed Challenge (WHPSC) in Arizona last month, Rob 
broke the 'fifty barrier' in the Absolute Hour Record, also known 
as 'The Race of Truth'. Defined as 'the furthest traveled in one hour 
using only human power', this elite race saw Rob achieve 50.105 
miles on his custom designed, fully enclosed  recumbent, the 
Varna II. 

To give you an idea of the rarified air he sucks, the UCI 
(International Cycling Union) considers this race one of the most 
revered records in cycling. The original record of 35.03 miles was 
set by Chris Boardman on a 'regular', upright bicycle. Since then, 
the record has been surpassed on all manner of streamlined, 

recumbent style vehicles. The current world record is 53.917 miles 
set by Sam Whittinghan; Rob is ranked an impressive 7th in the 
world. Not bad for a just-turned-thirty-something!  

So what kind of animal is Rob? He graduated from Cambridge, 
UK, in 1999 as a mechanical engineer and started working on 
'specialist emissions analysers for the automotive industry', 
something this die-hard biker had little interest in. So after seeing 
a job ad for a bicycle start-up in the USA, he jumped the mother 
ship, winged across the Atlantic and was soon greasing (designing, 
building, riding, marketing) the wheels of gungo-ho recumbent 

company Yellowbike, based in Massachussetts. That venture folded, 
but Rob went away with a lifetime worth of experience in running 
a business fueled by passion, idealism and the talent to make stuff 
from scratch. 

Rob's ensuing years were spent immersed in bicycles, whether 
traveling, racing, training, designing or building. His worldwide 
amateur race resume is enough to make you reach for an intravenous 
Gu, and shows him placed first, second or soon after in both fat and 
skinny tired events. 

So what does Rob bring to Bike Friday?  A wealth of design and 
engineering smarts is an understatement. HPV vehicle design is at 
the cutting edge of physics, materials, and human endurance. "There 
are video bikes, with no windscreen at all, ingenious ventilation and 
cooling systems operated with your little finger - amazing stuff," he 
says.  

Rob teamed with Hanz to quickly bring the tikit™ off Hanz's 
drawing board to a waiting public, where it's already in great 
demand, with dealers across the USA, Europe and Asia reporting 
that they cannot order enough. 

The tikit™ started life years ago as one of Hanz' many prototypes, 
'the umbrella bike', as he calls it. The idea being to replace fiddly quick 
releases and catches with a cable that would pull taut as the bike 
was 'popped open', locking the frame into place. When released, all 
components would fold neatly in place and comprise one neat and 
compact package. The final design actually uses two simple brake 
cables, one effectively a back up - probably the most ingenious and 
elegant Bike Friday yet.  Rob plans to experiment with a Speeding 
tikit™, complete with drop bars and high gearing. After witnessing 
Alan Scholz draft at 40 mph and cruise comfortably at 25 mph at the 
recent Arizona Desert Camp on a tikit™ ,we know it's just a matter 
of time. The pair has also created waves on the local Eugene bicycle 
racing scene - Rob has been showing up with some intriguing 
machines from his 15-bike stable, including a 'could your butt be 
any closer to the ground?' Kingcycle Hachi unfaired recumbent of 
his own design, and a far-out retro GT Atlanta '96 TT, an ex-US team 
bike Rob likes to think Lance rode! 

As one Bike Friday staff member said, "The Bike Friday noon ride 
is now even faster - Rob's kicked it up a notch". 

More about Rob: www.bikefriday.com/robenglish

The Faster Fold with their Pocket Rocket Pros at Desert Camp '07: Leon van 
Zweel (BF Club of South Africa leader), Steven Chang (BF Club of NYC), Rob 
English, Peter Kaspar (Bike Friday Line Master). 

The Faster Fold II:  Rob's Gonna Give You a Speeding tikit™ !
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To make sure your Bike Friday continues to carry you safely from Alaska 
to Botswana, we urge you to watch for the following signs of wear and tear 
- and take preventative action. Notes  by Tim Link of the Bike Friday Service 
Team - who has seen and wrenched it all ...

1) WORN RIMS. Check the sidewalls, which become worn thin from 
braking excessively (especially down steep hills), or simply years of 
riding and never paying attention to them. Little wheels rotate more 
to go the same distance as a regular sized wheel - it could be argued 
that they wear slightly faster.

Worn rims will feel concaved when you run your fingers over the 
sidewalls. If they wear through, you can be in for a nasty fall. Get into 
the habit of checking your rims before  and after rides, making sure 
there are no rocks or grit caught between the brakes and the metal. 
When riding down steep hills and mountains, never hold the brakes 
continuously. Freewheel, brake, freewheel, brake ... that will prevent 
your rims from overheating.

Some newer Alex rims have a wear groove that takes all the guess 
work out of it.  When the groove is gone, the rim is finished!

2) EXCESSIVE FRAME RUST. This appears as streaking lines lifting 
up the paint below the surface. Excessive rust can compromise 
the strength of the frame. All chromoly bicycles suffer from some 
oxidation, especially those located closer to the sea. Wipe your 
bicycle down after rain. Use a lubricant like Boeshield to protect the 
surfaces (do not use on brake surface areas). We put Boeshield inside 
the frame, spraying through the bolt holes for water bottle holders 
etc - this is a preventative step you can do periodically yourself.

3) WORN/RUSTY QUICK RELEASE MECHANISMS on the frame and 
stem. Dry, rusty quick release mechanisms will not tighten down 
correctly. A sign that they need replacing is that they may feel tight 
without actually clamping down like they’re supposed to.   

4) CRACKS IN THE FRAME or other components. A visual inspection 
can often spot a crack before it leads to a catastrophic failure.

5) LOOSE QUICK RELEASES AND BOLTS on the frame, stem or 
wheels. It’s easy to forget to tighten them down when you’re folding 
and unfolding your bike. Bolts in rear racks are notorious for coming 
loose, especially down near the rear hub, and can cause a rack stay 
to jam into your cassette. Use LocTite if you rarely remove the rack. 
Check before each ride.

6) LOOSENESS AND ROCKING IN THE FRAME AND STEM. The bike 
should feel like one solid piece. Check the hinge pin tightness often 
(that’s the one at the base of your seat mast).

7) UNUSUAL POPPING OR CREAKING SOUNDS. Cracks in the frame 
or components will often make noises for awhile before the part fails 
completely.

8) DRIVE TRAIN SKIPPING AND SLIPPING. This can indicate a worn 
chain, cogs, or a stuck link. A sudden slip in the drivetrain can cause 
an accident. Have this checked at your local bike shop.

9) FORK AND HANDLEBARS THAT DON’T TURN SMOOTHLY. The 
headset should be tight enough to prevent play, but not so tight 
as to impair the handling of the bike. To test: Hold front brake. Rock 
handlebar back and forth. If it does not rock, it’s good. If it does, 
then it’s loose. To fix: You ideally need two headset wrenches.  We 
carry them in stock, or you can find them at your local bike shop. 
The lower nut needs to be tight but not too tight - no grinding, but 
just shy of loose. 

Hold the bottom wrench steady and then tighten the top against 
it, tight. It’s tight enough when both wrenches cannot be loosened 
simultaneously. The handlebars should turn smoothly and easily. 

10) UNUSUAL HANDLING AFTER A CRASH. Many bikes can 
become mis-aligned after getting bumped while on a car rack, 
or even while packed in the suitcase if the case was severely 
mishandled. An out-of-alignment frame can be dangerous. Check 
with your bike shop, or call us if you suspect this to be the case.

This article and more tips  can be found at 
www.bikefriday.com/bf/maintenance

Safe'n'Sound for Spring Riding : 
Life-saving tips for your Friday 

 From our Service Department

 
Squuuark!  "While some of the airlines are talking green, they 
are simultaneous working to undermine green choices by their 
customers," says ibike.org, which reported that as of Feb '07, several 
airlines are now charging as much as $80 to $160 each way to 
carry a bicycle across on trans-Atlantic and trans-Pacific flights  
- that's $160 to $320 roundtrip!  All the more reason to Fly Bike 
Friday ... 
 ...  It may not look any different, but our new website 
developed by www.craftyspace.com allows us to bring 
news and rumors to your screen even faster 
...  Basic folding/packing DVDs for the SatRDay and tikit™ 
are now available from Bike Friday
 ... The Handsomest Man in Cuba has been released by 
Globe-Pequot, thanks to an introduction by Dennis Stuhaug, 
a BF customer who writes books on kayaking
 ... Friday Friendly Tour Companies: BF Customer Evangelist 
The Galfromdownunder is reviewing Ciclismo Classico's Bike 
Across Italy tour.
 ... Sustainable Energy in Motion Tours are offering a 1-
week Oregon tour bookending Cycle Oregon Homecoming 
Sept. 8-15, see www.democracybike.com
 ... While Bike Friday doesn't endorse riding no hands,that's 
one of the main tests we put every Friday through before 
send the bike to you
 ... Sticking to the mission: Bike Friday operate the factory 
on 100% windpower and the company principals, Alan and 
Hanz, fuel their vehicles (which they rarely drive) with bio 
diesel made from the Kettle Chip factory in Salem, Oregon .... 
SCREEECH!

A little bird told me ...
Droppings from the perch of 
Fred, the Bike Friday Parakeet
www.bikefriday.com/fred 
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started dumping a steady shower. I discovered the front guys at 
the 111-mile control in Raymond, eating at Subway, my favorite 
brevet lunch stop - fast food, not fried ... 

Night began to fall and I kicked my pace into a little higher 
gear, hoping to make the hotel by 11 p.m. or earlier. I decided 
to push harder and started catching riders one by one. On 
this section I felt the Friday come into its own. I pushed the 
pedals hard on hill tops and flew around turns, and it handled 
everything with aplomb ...

Day 2:  The espresso came to me steaming in a big white cup. 
"You don't want anything in it?" she asked. "I can't take it that 
strong." I needed it strong, strong, strong. I had a plan. I wanted 
to finish without stopping if I could.

After scarfing my cookie, sub and coffee I saddled up and 
blew out of town on a big high. A slight tailwind helped me 
keep a motoring pace and I used my big 58 tooth chainring 
as much as possible. My only obstruction was an energetic 
brown Labrador who squared off with me, not in the least bit 
intimidated when I pointed my little front wheel directly at it 
and poured on the speed. At the last second I swerved and gave 
Fluffy a big squirt in the face from my bottle, and that slowed 
him just long enough for me to outrun his best effort...  

The finish appeared at 4:23 p.m., at the Motel 6. Six riders had 
come in just 20 minutes ahead of me.

I broke down my Friday and had it packed in less than a half 
hour. I was tired and took my time putting everything just so. It 
was so nice to have it put away before my early morning flight.  

CONCLUSION. I finished my ride in about the same time as 
I normally complete a 600K, but without any of the hassles 
of lugging a full size travel case on the flight. In that way, the 
Friday is superior for the traveling randonneur, when one wants 
to conserve energy for the ride! The ride, particularly with my 
sprung Brooks saddle, was every bit as comfortable as my 700c 
bike, and heck, it was cool to ride a unique machine on such a 
long ride. It performed perfectly and I had no mechanicals to 
slow me down --- well done little buddy. One of these days I'll do 
a 1200K, the ultimate randonnee distance, on my Friday ...  Read 
every crank turn  of this story at www.bikefriday.com/pbp

Want to join the Faster Fold?
Rarely carry stuff?
Trade up to a Pocket Rocket Pro.
You'll be so glad you did ... 

The Faster Fold III:
165 miles on a Friday...per day, that is.

 - by Lynette Chiang
WHAT DOES a former 777 pilot do on a Friday? Cover huge 

daily distances by "Air", of course! Bike Friday Booster (patron 
investor) Jeff Linder and his trusty Air Friday are gearing up for 
PACTOUR's June 2007 Elite Tour. 

Last  offered in 1999 by the famous RAAM couple Lon 
Haldeman and Susan Notorangelo, this tour is a qualifier 
for the 400 miles-per-day masochism of Race Across America 
(RAAM). We're talking 2,797 miles in 17 days, starting in San 
Diego and sweeping through Arizona, New Mexico, Texas, 
Oklahoma, Arkansas, Mississippi, Alabama and Georgia. That's 
12 hours in the saddle averaging 165 miles per day, no rest 
days, and certainly no stopping to water the roses (you know 
how to pee in the saddle like a pro, of course?).

"It's always been on my mind to do such a trip," said Jeff, 
whose 'defining moment' was winning the 55+ age division of 
the 2005 24 Hours of Adrenalin Solo World MTB Championship 
in Whistler BC. Jeff actually qualified for the Open Elite class at 
Laguna Seca, coming 5th in a field of 51 riders, most in their 
late 30's. [It's called, when 'over the hill' means 'nice passing you, 
young man' - Ed].  

"I think I won because I have a unique advantage - I don't 
need sleep!" says Jeff, an obviously dependable pilot. 

Jeff notes that RoadBikeRider.com luminaries Ed Pavelka 
and Fred Matheny have also signed up for the tour. 

"In 1996 when Fred and Ed were primary members of the 
Bicycling Magazine-sponsored 50+ 4-man RAAM relay team, 
I was the back-up rider who would slot in for one of the 
primaries if something happened to them prior to the start 
of the event.  As they were all healthy and began the event, 
I was "employed" as the navigator for the team.  We all got 
to know one another quite well during the preparation and 
the execution of the record setting 

Jeff and Voice of the Tour de France Phil Liggett, with 
Phil's Pocket Rocket Pro. 

600K Brevet,  continued from page 4

crossing...".  That record was 5 days, 11 hours and 21 minutes. The 
record still stands.

 Fred and Ed both ride Bike Fridays, and Fred recently told their 
55,000 readers he was training for the event on his Pocket Rocket 
Pro! 

So how are Jeff's 50 Elite cohorts training for the tour? 
"Double centuries, back to back, 400K brevets ... phew!"
Lon, who, in 1981, famously rode across the country*, took a swig 

of Coke, waited for traffic to clear, then turned around and started 
pedaling back the way he came, should be proud ...

* The Double Trans-Continental
Read about Bike Friday Boosters, www.bikefriday.com/boosters

Jeff Linder, continued from previous column

continued next column
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Buy a Showroom Friday!
Can't afford new? Rather Recycle? Whatever 

your reason, The Bike Friday showroom models are up 
for grabs.  Lightly used and always in adjustment, they 
nevertheless need to move on to good homes so we can 
have the latest models looking spiffy for when you visit. 

Just like a Pre-owned Friday, they come with full 

lifetime frame warranty and guaranteed fit - meaning we 
make the necessary adjustments to make it fit you like 
your best bike.  You can alter the componentry specs 
at additional cost -  the bikes are basically sold as is.

Look for them on the Pre-Owned Inventory link at 
www.bikefriday.com/preownedbikes - They're listed 
as 'Ex Showroom'.  Call one of the Bike Friday Sales 
Team now  if you see a showroom Friday with your 
name on it.   1-800-777-0258, sales@bikefriday.com.
Photo: Has Dave Seybert got a showy Friday for you!

15 Small Bike 
Friday 'World 
Map' Jerseys 
left!  An all -new 
Bike Friday Jersey is 
just over the next hill,  
designed by Rob English 
and Peter Kaspar. Just 
15 of the popular 2003 
Homecoming 'World Map' 
Jersey remain, and when 
they're gone, they're gone. 
Even non-Bike Friday owners have bought this jersey,  so if you're a size small, 
chest size 35-38", waist size 29"-32", Call 1-800-777-0258 and snap one up now.  
It's soon to become a collector's item.  $75. Sorry, not a single other size left.
Read more about this jersey at www.bikefriday.com/jersey

Congratulations 
Hanz Scholz: OBRA 

'07 Time Trial Overall 
Winner on a Friday! 

"Can I keep up with my big wheel friends?" 
you ask. Sure - if you've got what it takes 
and the right Bike Friday for the job.  Hanz 
rode his favorite Air Friday to win the Oregon 
Bicycle Racing Association Time Trial Series 
overall Masters for Men 40-49, but much of 
his lunchtime training was on the prototype 
Speeding tikit™ pictured above.  Mixing Fast 
and Fun: that's the theme of this Spring Issue 
of the Foldable Flyer.  Enjoy! See Hanz's win 
here :  www.bikefriday.com/racing

The 

'Faster Fold'

Issue!

  Just the tikit™ for a Cleaner, Greener World

Bike Friday's antidote to global oil dependancy 
is already creating a sensation in several major 
cities in the USA, Europe and Asia. Know a local 

bike shop that would make a great tikit™ agent?  
Drop a line to our dealer expert Mike Bennett, 

michaelb@bikefriday.com 
or call 1-800-777-02580258.  Together we'll burn 

carbs, not hydrocarbs! 


